The Platonic solids is the name traditionally given to the five regular convex polyhedra, namely the tetradron, the octahedron, the cube, the icosahedron and the dodecahedron. Perhaps strongly boosted by the towering historical influence of their namesake, these beautiful solids have, in well over two millenia, transcended traditional boundaries and entered the stage in a range of disciplines. Examples include natural philosophy and mathematics from classical antiquity, scientific modeling during the days of the european scientific revolution and visual arts ranging from the renaissance to modernity. Motivated by mathematical beauty and a rich history, we consider the Platonic solids in the context of modern quantum mechanics. Specifically, we construct Bell inequalities whose maximal violations are achieved with measurements pointing to the vertices of the Platonic solids. These Platonic Bell inequalities are constructed only by inspecting the visible symmetries of the Platonic solids. We also construct Bell inequalities for more general polyhedra and find a Bell inequality that is more robust to noise than the celebrated Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt Bell inequality. Finally, we elaborate on the tension between mathematical beauty, which was our initial motivation, and experimental friendliness, which is necessary in all empirical sciences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Which physicist has never been attracted by mathematical beauty? And what is more beautiful than the Platonic solids; the five regular polyhedra in our three-dimensional space (see Fig.1 )? Here, we first present the fascinating history of these solids and then use them to derive simple Bell inequalities tailored to be maximally violated for measurement settings pointing towards the vertices of the Platonic solids. In this way, we connect beautiful mathematics with foundational quantum physics. However, these Platonic Bell inequalities do not distinguish themselves with regard to experimental friendliness: quantum theory predicts that their violations are less robust to noise than the much simpler Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) Bell inequality [1] . In fact, Platonic Bell inequalities require more measurement settings -as many as the number of vertices of the platonic solid -than the CHSH Bell inequality, which requires only the absolute minimum of two settings per side. We also construct Bell inequalities tailored to another class of elegant polyhedra, namely the Archimedean solids, i.e. the semi-regular polyhedra. In particular we consider the famous Buckyball 1 , which requires even more measurement settings. However, we find that these Bell inequalities also do not offer notable experimental advantages. Finally, we depart from Bell inequalities motivated by mathematical beauty and instead focus our research on finding experimentally friendly Bell inequalities: starting from the Buckyball we iteratively search for noise robust Bell inequalities. This leads us to a Bell inequality that is somewhat more noise tolerant than the CHSH Bell inequality. However, it is remarkably inelegant. We conclude with a discussion of the danger for theoretical physics to become -and remain -too focused on mathematical beauty [2] at the expense of developing connections with experiments. 1 The Buckyball is the design of the classic football introduced at the 1970 FIFA World Cup.
FIG. 1:
The five Platonic solids inscribed in spheres. From left to right: the tetrahedron, the octahedron, the cube, the icosahedron and the dodecahedron.
II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PLATONIC SOLIDS IN ARTS, PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE
The ancient Greek civilisations laid the foundations of western natural philosophy. The development of the latter is permeated by a fascination for geometry. The magnum opus of Greek geometry, Euclid's Elements, remained a standard textbook until the 20'th century [3] . First printed in Venice in 1482 as one of the earliest mathematics books set in type, it has since been re-printed in at least a thousand editions 2 and is certainly the most influencial mathematical work in history [4] . Geometry allowed the early natural philosophers to describe, understand and make predictions about, the physical world. In the sixth century BC, Thales of Miletus, often hailed as the first scientfic philosopher in western civilisation, likely used his knowledge of geometry to measure the height of the pyramids of Egypt [5] . Centuries later, in the Hellenistic period, Eratostenes accurately calculated the circumference of the Earth and Hipparcus discovered the precession of the equator. Archimedes' geometry led him both to the Law of the Lever [6] , still taught to every pupil in physics class, and more famously, as the story goes, to his death 3 .
Geometry was often ascribed a deeper meaning, beyond pure mathematics and its applications. This entails attributing spiritual, religious or philosophical meaning to certain proportions, planar shapes and solids, elevating the geometries to a tangibly sacred status. The perhaps most famous example of such metaphysical beliefs is due to the Pythagoreans 4 [7] . Their ideas of sacred geometries were influencial, notably also on key figures such as Plato in the fifth century BC. In The Republic, Plato writes that "geometry will draw the soul towards truth, and create the spirit of philosophy" [8] . In Timaeus, Plato makes concrete the link between geometry and natural philosophy; he discusses the five regular polyhedra, i.e. the polyhedra whose vertices are identical and whose faces are identical regular polygons, namely the tetrahedron, the octahedron, the cube, the icosahedron and the dodecahedron. Today, these five solids are known as the Platonic solids (see Fig. 1 ). Plato assigned four of the solids to the four classical elements thought to be the fundamental form of all matter; the tetrahedron to fire, the octahedron to air, the cube to earth and the icosahedron to water. To the remaining fifth solid, Plato left the following mysterious comment [9] "A fifth regular solid still exists, namely the dodecahedron, which does not form the element of any substance; but God used it as a pattern for dividing the zodiac into its twelve signs." Later, his pupil Aristotle added a fifth element to the original four elements, namely the aether 5 . It historically became associated to the dodecahedron, perhaps due to its relevance for the golden ratio. From a purely mathematical standpoint, the Platonic solids were the focus of the 13'th book of Euclid's Elements which studies their construction and their proportions when inscribed in a sphere.
The Platonic solids can be appreciated by modern mathematicians for their appealing geometric properties, by modern natural scientists for their occurance in nature, historical scientific models and metaphysical ideas, and by a broader modern audience for their historical appearance in western visual arts and natural philosophy, as well as their sheer beauty. It appears reasonable to say that the historical interest in the Platonic solids was substantially aided by the fact they were so strongly endorsed by a character as titanic as Plato 6 . 3 Plutarch's popular story ("Do not disturbe my circles") holds that he was killed by a Roman legionary despite the legionaires being ordered to take him alive due to his value as an engineer. His defensive warfare machines had already halted Roman assults on Syracuse by both land and sea. 4 For instance, the number three was an ideal number as it was the number of vertices in a triangle, which was a symbol of Apollo. The number ten was termed a perfect number due to the number of vertices in a geometry called a tetractys. The number was therefore honoured by the Pythagoreans not gathering in groups of more than ten people. 5 Aether theories persisted in science until the strong negative evidence put forward by the Michelson-Morley experiment, performed in 1887. 6 Renowned philosopher Alfred Whitehead wrote that "The safest general Almost two millenia after Plato, the maintained appreciation for the Platonic solids could for instance be seen in Luca Pacioli's mathematics book De Divina Proportione. Published in 1509, it spends its first section motivating the divinity of the golden ratio; in particular by emphasising that the golden ratio appears in the dodecahedron, which is a representation of the aether [11] . The book's lasting success even outside mathematics circles may in part be due to its masterful illustrations of the Platonic solids and various other geometries, in drawings signed Leonardo da Vinci. In fact, the works of many artists feature the Platonic solids; ranging from the renaissance mosaics in the cathedral of San Marco in Venice to the 20'th century works of Maurits Escher, who incidentally also kept a coveted model of the nested Platonic solids in his office [12] . Salvador Dalí's 1955 painting The Sacrament of the Last Supper (framed in the golden ratio) sets stage inside a dodecahedron.
In the realm of natural philosophy, the Platonic solids found a new role in the 1597 publication of Mysterium Cosmographicum authored by Johannes Kepler. Kepler proposed a model of the heliocentric solar system in which the six known planets were modeled by nesting the five Platonic solids and inscribing and circumscribing them by spheres [13] . Although this model was later abandonned due to its inconsistencies with astronomical observations, it served as a stepping stone to Kepler's three laws of planetary motion. Albeit not in the solar system, the Platonic solids present themselves elsewhere in nature. Three of them are natural structures of crystals. A range of Boron compounds include Boron-12 which takes an icosahedral form. The icosahedron is also the structure of many spieces of Radiolaria and viruses, e.g. polio. Curiously, it was the discovery of the icosahedral phase in quasicrystals that led to the Nobel prize in chemistry in 2011 [14] . Notably, the most common silicates are structured as a silicon atom binding to four oxygen atoms. The silicion atom sits at the center of a tetrahedron with the oxygen atoms sitting at its vertices. Interestingly, silicates comprise the majority of Earth's crust and mantle, and they are often the dominating mineral in various forms of soil. Perhaps, had Plato ascribed the tetrahedron rather than the cube as the manifestation of earth, his metaphysical ideas might have better withstood the test of time.
III. A BRIEF HISTORY OF BELL INEQUALITIES
Modern science, with its emphasis on empiricism, has for long left behind ideas of Euclidean geometry being fundamental to describing nature. The 19'th century saw the development of curved (non-euclidean) geometry 7 which in the early 20'th century found a fundamental role in Einstein's theory characterization of the European philosophical tradition is that it consists of a series of footnotes to Plato." [10] 7 Non-euclidean geometry was the climax of two millenia of mathematical discussions, first led by Greeks, then by Arabs and Persians and finally by renaissance Europeans, about Euclid's fifth postulate (parallel lines) [15] . of gravity. The 20'th century also brought with it the perhaps most radical change of scientific paradigm since the days of Newton, namely the theory of quantum mechanics, which governs nature on the scale of atoms and elementary particles. The most radical predictions of quantum mechanics defied the principle of locality, i.e. that events that are very far separated in space and time cannot influence each other 8 [16] . This counterintuitive feature put quantum mechanics on an apparent collision course with the famous no-signaling principle. Quantum mechanics claimed that two objects, separated by large distances could still influence each other. Take a pair of atoms, which have a magnetic moment due the angular momentum and spin of their electrons and nucleus. We measure the direction of the atom's magnetic moment. Quantum mechanics tells us that if we were to find the magnetic moment of the first atom pointing upwards, then this can change the magnetic moment of our second atom so that it will also be found pointing upwards. This influence is immediate, and does not even require some carrier (e.g. a mechanical wave or light) to bring it from one atom to the other. Today, this phenomenon is famous under the name entanglement: the fact that the whole system is greater than the collection of its individual parts. Remarkably, however, quantum mechanics still manages to peacefully coexist with the principle of no-fasterthan-light communication. The reason is that although distant systems influence each other, the influence does not carry any information from one system to the other. In the 1920s, the question of whether entanglement exists prompted an intensive series of debates between Einstein and Bohr; the former speaking of a "spooky action at a distance", and the latter in support of quantum mechanics.
Nevertheless, and most remarkably, in 1964 physicist John Bell proved that the existence of entanglement could in fact be scientifically settled [17] . Bell found a way of capturing the essence of what local theories predicted about the correlations between the magnetic moments. For example, if one finds the first magnetic moment pointing in some direction, how often does one also find the second magnetic moment pointing in the same direction? If the former points to the left, to what extent does it mean that the latter will be pointing right? Answering such questions tells us the correlations between the two distant magnetic moments. Bell showed that some correlations that were possible in quantum mechanics were in fact impossible in local theories; local correlations obey relations today known as Bell inequalities, which can be violated in quantum theory [18] . The existence of entanglement could therefore be confirmed by an experiment (see Fig. 2 for an illustration of a Bell experiment) successfully violating a Bell inequality. Early experiments strongly supported quantum mechanics [19, 20] and the matter was definitely settled by experiments in 2015 [21] . The monumental violation of Bell inequalities established entanglement as a natural phe- 8 It is interesting to point out that some earlier theories such as Newtonian gravity in fact did not respect the principle of locality; gravity propagates intantenously. This was, however, generally percieved as a major drawback. nomenon which gave rise to the today rapidly developing field of quantum information theory. This field promises things such as quantum computers, quantum cryptography and teleportation as exciting technologies in a currently unravelling "second quantum revolution" [22] .
IV. THE PLATONIC SOLIDS
A three-dimensional solid that has sharp corners, straight edges and polygonal faces is called a polyhedron. The Platonic solids is the umbrella term for all polyhedra that are both convex and regular. In an intuitive but informal way, this means that • Convex polyhedron: every two points inside the polyhedron can be connected with a straight line that itself is inside the polyhedron.
• Regular polyhedron: the edges, vertices and faces respectively look the same.
In two dimensions, it is easily seen that there are infinitely many regular convex polygons. Remarkably, the situation changes completely in three dimensions; Euclid proved that there are only five regular convex polyhedra. These are called the Platonic solids (see Fig. 1 ). Let us briefly review each of them.
• Tetrahedron. A triangular pyramid with four faces, four vertices and six edges.
• Octahedron. A triangular antiprism with eight faces, six vertices and twelve edges.
• Cube. A box with six square faces, eight vertices and twelve edges.
• Icosahedron. 20 triangular faces, twelve vertices and 30 edges. By dividing its vertices suitably in three sets of four, one can inscribe three perpendicular golden rectangles.
• Dodecahedron. Twelve pentagonal faces, 20 vertices and 30 edges. Its surface area, volume and distance between adjacent vertices are related to the golden ratio.
To every polyhedron, we can associate a partner polyhedron called its dual. The dual of the dual is again the original polyhedron. To construct the dual of a polyhedron, the main idea is to let the vertices of the dual pass through the midpoint of the faces of the original polyhedron. The Platonic solids exhibit particularly elegant duality relations: the tetrahedron is its own dual whereas the octahedron and cube are dual to each other and similarly for the icosahedron and the dodecahedron. Thus, the dual of a Platonic solid is always a Platonic solid.
V. BELL INEQUALITIES
The magnetic moment of an atom is a direction in threedimensional space; we can think of it as an arrow denoted n on a unit-radius sphere. Imagine that we want to measure the magnetic moment. This can be done along any axis we want, labelled by an arrow m on our sphere. Quantum mechanics tells us how to compute the probability of our magnetic moment, initially in direction n, being found up (along the positive axis) and down (along the negative axis) respectively, when measured along m.
Let us now add a second atom. We separate the pair, sending one atom to Alice and one atom to Bob. Alice may measure the magnetic moment of her atom in various directions. Let us say that she has N A different directions to choose from. We label her choice of measurement direction x = 1, . . . , N A and label the corresponding direction by a x . Simiarly, Bob may measure his magnetic moment in one of N B different directions. We label his choice of direction y = 1, . . . , N B and the specific direction by b y . For given choices of measurements, there are four possible outcomes. These are ++, +−, −+ and −−. If Alice and Bob have the same outcome, i.e. either ++ or −−, we say that Alice and Bob are correlated. If they have different outcomes, either +− or −+, we say that Alice and Bob are anticorrelated. It is therefore handy to introduce a correlator which captures the degree of correlation or anticorrelation;
The closer E is to one (negative one), the stronger are the correlations (anticorrelations). When E = 0 there are no correlations between the outcomes.
We wish to determine whether the correlations contained in the list {E(x, y)} x,y can be explained by local theories. To this end, we must construct Bell inequalities. These are inequalities of the form
where c x,y are some real numbers and C is a bound that is respected by all possible local theories.
What does it mean that the correlations can be modelled with a local theory? Local models assume that when the particles were created, they were endowed with some shared property λ. A measurement simply reveals that already existing property. If Alice chooses measurement x, a local model determines whether the outcome is + or − given the property λ. The analogous goes for Bob. However, we do not know what specific property λ represents. Our ignorance of it is represented by a probability distribution p(λ). Therefore, in a local model, the correlators reads
Thus, to find the local bound C in Eq.
(2), we must maximise B over p(λ). Fortunately, this can be determined by checking a finite number of specific choices of p(λ) (all the deterministic responses of Alice and Bob) and pick the largest one [24] . The critical point is that Bell inequalities can sometimes be violated (B > C) if the Bell experiment is modelled within quantum mechanics, i.e. by Alice and Bob having their two magnetic moments in an entangled state. The most interesting case is when the two magnetic moments are maximally entangled, i.e. in the state
This state has the remarkable property that if Alice measures her magnetic moment along direction n, the magnetic moment of Bob ends up also pointing either up or down the axis n (up to a reflection in the xz-plane). This paves the way for quantum correlations that violate the Bell inequality and therefore do not admit a local model. The natural question becomes, how strong can quantum correlations be? How much can they violate a Bell inequality? In what follows, we construct Bell inequalities that achieve their maximal correlations in quantum mechanics by Alice and Bob choosing their measurement directions a x and b y to respectively point to the vertices of a Platonic solid. By Platonic Bell inequality, we mean to say a Bell inequality that is maximally violated in quantum theory with measurements forming pairs of Platonic solids (see Fig. 2 ). Notably, Platonic solids have previously been used in the context of quantum mechanics, e.g. to construct correlation tests for a phenomenon known as steering [25] , which is a weaker notion of a genuinely quantum phenomenon, as compared to the violation of Bell inequalities.
VI. TWO SIMPLE PLATONIC BELL INEQUALITIES
We begin by presenting two particularly simple Platonic Bell inequalities. Their simplicity stems from the fact that all the coefficients c x,y appearing in Eq. (2) are either +1, −1 or 0, and that the Bell inequalities are constructed by inspecting the symmetries between a Platonic solid and its dual Platonic solid. Our first Platonic Bell inequality gives Alice and Bob measurement settings that correspond to a cube and an octahedron respectively (being dual polyhedra). Our second Platonic Bell inequality is based on the icosahedron and the dodecahedron (again being dual polyhedra). 
A. The first Platonic Bell inequality
We construct a Platonic Bell inequality for the cube and the octahedron. To this end, we consider a Bell experiment in which Alice has eight possible settings which we label by a three-bit string x = x 1 x 2 x 3 ∈ {0, 1} 3 and Bob has six possible settings y = y 1 y 2 which we label by a trit y 1 ∈ {1, 2, 3} and a bit y 2 ∈ {0, 1}. In order to construct the Bell inequality, we visualise a compound of a cube and an octahedron (see Fig. 3 ). The fact that these solids are dual to each other makes the compound highly symmetric. We exploit this to construct our Platonic Bell inequlity.
We now reason as follows. If Alice's and Bob's magnetic moments are maximally entangled, it means that if Alice measures her magnetic moment in the direction corresponding to the vertex of the octahedron (green point) and finds the outcome (say) +, she will remotely prepare Bob's magnetic moment in the same state (up to reflection in the xz-plane) as that into which her state has collapsed. Also, if a magnetic moment points in direction n and is measured along m, the correlations (anticorrelations) are stronger the closer (more distant) the two vectors are. Four of the vertices of the cube (red points) are close, and equally close, to the vertex of the octahedron (green point). Therefore, we let the reasonably strong correlations contribute towards our Bell inequality test; specifically we put c x,y = 1. Similarly, the other four vertices of the cube (blue points) are distant, and equally distant, from the vertex of the octahedron (green point). Hence, we let the reasonably strong anticorrelations contribute towards our Bell test; we put c x,y = −1. Repeating this reasoning for every vertex of the octahedron, we arrive at the first Platonic Bell inequality. It reads
The local bound is obtained by considering all assignments of + and − to the outcomes of Alice and Bob. To derive it, we write A x , B y ∈ {±1} and impose the form of Eq. (3). This gives
Notice that for all y 1 , we have B y10 − B y11 ∈ {−2, 0, 2}. A little inspection shows that it is optimal to never choose the value zero. In fact, as long as we choose B y10 − B y11 = ±2, we always find the local bound B cuboct = 24. We remark that the Bell inequality (5) is closely related to the so-called Elegant Bell inequality [26] ; the settings of Alice and Bob are merely doubled. Now, in order to show that we indeed have a Platonic Bell inequality, we must derive the maximal quantum violation and show that it is achievable with a cube on Alice's side and an octahedron on Bob's side. If we let Alice and Bob share the maximally entangled state and perform measurements corresponding to these Platonic solids, we find that
which is a violation of the Bell inequality.
Let us now prove that no larger value is possible in quantum theory. We write
where
Here A x is the observable of Alice in the direction a x and B y is the observable of Bob in the direction b y . We use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the fact that α x |α x = 1 and a simple concavity inequality to write
Let us now consider the sum under the square-root on the 
where we have used that B 2 y = 1 1 and that {B y10 , B y11 } ≥ −21 1. Inserting this into Eq. (11), we recover the quantum bound B cuboct ≤ 16 √ 3. We conclude that our inequality (5) indeed is a Platonic Bell inequality for the cube and the octahedron.
B. The second Platonic inequality
Our first Platonic Bell inequality relied on exploiting the duality between the cube and the octahedron. The same intuition can be used to construct a simple Platonic Bell inequality for Alice performing measurements forming an icosahedron and Bob performing measurements forming a dodecahedron. Since the vector antipodal to every vector pointing to a vertex of the icosahedron and the dodecahedron respectively also points to a vertex, we can simplify the setting by only supplying Alice and Bob with a number of settings equal to half the number of vertices in the icosahedron and dodecahedron respectively. This means that we consider a Bell inequality test in which Alice has six settings and Bob has ten settings. In analogy with the previous, we visualise a compound of the icosahedron and the dodecahedron, see Fig. 4 . Duality presents us with a highly symmetric compound which we exploit to construct our Bell inequality. Again, we imagine that the two magnetic moments are maximally entangled and that Alice therefore remotely prepares Bob's magnetic moment in the same direction as her own once she has measured it. Then, both the magnetic moments will (for example) point to the vertex (green point) of the icosahedron. Since this vertex is close, and equally close, to five vertices of the dodecahedron (red points) while distant, and equally distant, to five other vertices of the dodecahedron (blue points), we reward (put c x,y = 1) correlations in the first five events and analogously reward (put c x,y = −1) anticorrelations in the latter five events. In the event of Bob measuring in a direction corresponding to a vertex of the dodecahedron which is neither among the five close nor the five distant ones, we give no reward (c x,y = 0). This simple reasoning leads to a list of coefficients which can straightforwardly be rearranged (permutations and global sign flips) to the coefficients 
The corresponding Bell inequality becomes
where the local bound is obtained by considering all assignments of outcomes (+, −) to Alice and Bob. By sharing the maximally entangled state |φ + and Alice performing measurements corresponding to an icosahedron and Bob performing measurements corresponding to a dodecahedron, we obtain the quantum value
where ϕ = 1+ √ 5 2 is the golden ratio. We have confirmed the optimality of this value (up to machine precision) using the hierarchy of quantm correlations [27] . This shows that Eq. (14) indeed is a Platonic Bell inequality. We note that one can attempt a more standard analytical proof of the quantum bound via the method used to derive the optimality of Eq. (7) . However, this is significantly more cumbersome due to the increased number of settings.
VII. A SYSTEMATIC METHOD
Let us now outline a more general approach to the construction of Platonic Bell inequalities. Here, we choose a pair of Platonic solids for Alice and Bob and construct a Bell inequality for which the chosen solids are optimal. 
where u * = (u 1 , −u 2 , u 3 ). That is, we reward correlations and anticorrelations between Alice and Bob by an amount corresponding to the scalar product between the vertices of the desired Platonic solids (up to one being reflected in the xzplane). It is worth noting that the Bell inequality depends on the relative angle between the two Platonic solids, which typically also will influence the local bound. The local bound C can straightforwardly be evaluated by considering all output strategies;
Thus, we find the local bound by considering 2 NA evaluations. Let us now evaluate the value of B Plato in a quantum model in which Alice and Bob share the maximally entangled state |φ + . We let Alice's measurements be represented by the vectors a x = v x and Bob's measurements be represented by b y = u y . We find
In the second line, we have used that for any observable R ⊗ 1 1|φ + = 1 1 ⊗ R T |φ + and in the penultimate line we have used that tr ( u * y · σ T )( v x · σ T ) = 2 v x · u * y . Let us now consider the maximal quantum correlations. We note that there are 15 possible pairs of Platonic solids (including when both solids are the same). For each of these 15 cases, we have constructed the Bell inequality (16) , computed the quantum value (18) and compared it to the maximal quantum value obtained via the first level of the hierarchy of quantum correlations. We find that the quantum strategy based on the Platonic solids always is optimal. In Table I we compare the maximal quantum correlations with the local bound. We see that in all cases except for that of two tetrahedra, two octahedra and two cubes, the quantum correlations violate the local bound 910 . Moreover, due to the structure of the Platonic Bell inequalities, the maximal quantum value of B Plato is a simple rational number.
A. A Buckyball Bell inequality
The Bell inequality construction (16) also works for some polyhedra that are not Platonic solids. Here, we illustrate this fact by considering a so-called Archimedean solid 11 . Specifically, we focus on the solid obtained from cutting an icosahedron symmetrically at every vertex so that each of them is replaced with a facet. Since at every vertex of the icosahedron, five of its faces meet, the cut polyhedron, called a truncated icosahedron, has five times as many vertices. The truncated icosahedron therefore has 60 vertices and its faces are either identical pentagons or identical hexagons -see Fig. 5 for an illustration. Incidentally, the truncated icosahedron is the design of the classic football and the structure of the carbon allotrope Buckminsterfullerene. The latter is often colloquially refered to as a "Buckyball".
In analogy with the Platonic Bell inequalities, we obtain a Buckyball Bell inequality using the construction in Eq. (16) . To facilitate the fact that Alice and Bob will have 60 measurements each, we note that if a vector points to a vertex of the Buckyball, then the antipodal vector also points to a vertex of the Buckyball. 
where the quantum bound is obtained via the hierarchy of quantum correlations and saturated by choosing the Buckyball in Eq. (18) . The local bound is obtained by evaluating Eq. (17).
VIII. OUTPERFORMING THE CHSH BELL INEQUALITY
The simplest Bell inequality test requires only two measurements each for Alice and Bob. The Bell inequality which describes this setting is known as the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [1] . In fact, the CHSH inequality can straightforwardly be obtained from our general form in Eq. (16) by choosing v 1 = (1, 0, 0) and v 2 = (0, 0, 1) as well as u 1 = (1, 0, 1)/ √ 2 and u 2 = (1, 0, −1)/ √ 2. The CHSH inequality reads An interesting question is the amount of disturbance that the quantum implementation can tolerate before ceasing to violate a Bell inequality. This is commonly modelled by mixing the desired quantum state (typically, the maximally entangled state) with white noise represented by the maximally mixed state, i.e.
where v ∈ [0, 1] is called the visibility. It is then relevant to find the critical visibility below which one can no longer violate a Bell inequality. In the case of the CHSH inequality, a simple computation shows that the critical visibility is v = 1/ √ 2 ≈ 0.7071. As it has turned out, only few Bell inequalities can outperform the CHSH inequality in terms of their critical visibility for the maximally entangled state. The first example was reported in 2008; Ref. [28] constructed a Bell inequality with 465 settings on each side and showed a critical visibility of v ≈ 0.7056. Recently, Bell inequalities with 42 settings on each side have been discovered, that further reduce the critical visibility of the maximally entangled state to v ≈ 0.7012 [23] . The method for finding the latter Bell inequality relies on the development of an efficient algorithm for finding a separating hyperplane between a point and a convex set. In this context, the point is a quantum probability distribution measured in a Bell experiment and the convex set is the set of local correlations.
We have implemented the algorithm of Ref. [23] based on the Buckyball. Specifically, we compute the probability distribution corresponding to Alice and Bob measuring along aligned Buckyballs on the maximally entangled state. Via the algorithm, we find a hyperplane that separates it from the local set. Such a hyperplane can be written as the left-hand-side of a general Bell inequality, i.e. as in Eq. (2) . We compute the local bound associated to the hyperplane as well as the maximal quantum violation. This gives us a new probability distribution. We mix it with a small amount of noise, corresponding to Eq. (22) , and again run the algorithm. The procedure is repeated, and thus, noise is added and the probability distribution is perturbed, until it appears that we no longer find Bell inequalities with improved critical visibility. We illustrate the procedure in Figure 6 . Implementing this procedure based on the Buckyball, we have found a 30 setting Bell inequality with a critical visibility of v ≈ 0.7054. Whereas we used the Buckyball as our starting point, the quantum violation that corresponds to the stated visibility is achieved with other polyhedra that have more complicated structures. Unfortunately, the Bell inequality appears not to admit a simple analytical form. However, for sake of completeness, we present it in Appendix.
IX. LOST IN BEAUTY
There are different ways of reading our findings. First, there is the attractive connection established between the beautiful and historically rich Platonic solids and foundational relations FIG. 6: Illustration of our application of the algorithm of Ref. [23] . Starting from the quantum probability distribution obtained from the Buckball, we find a Bell inequality that detects it. Then, we find the best quantum violation of that Bell inequality and repeat the procedure many times. in our arguably most successful physics theory, quantum mechanics. But, secondly, there is a lesson to be learned here. Mathematical beauty was our initial motivation. The derived Platonic Bell inequalities are undoubtedly very elegant. However, admittedly, they are not experimentally friendly. They require many more measurement settings than necessary and in spite of the efforts going into developing an elegant construction, their resistance to noise (which is unavoidable in any experiment) is lower than in numerous simpler Bell inequalities. Naturally, it would be nice to see the Platonic Bell inequalities be violated in experiments; motivated simply by the appreciation of the Platonic solids and quantum nonlocality. However, unless the relevant technology incidentally happens to be set up and ready to use, it is unlikely that a practically minded experimenter would perform such an experiment. Indeed, only when we moved away from mathematical beauty, we eventually found a Bell inequality experiment (somewhat related to the Archimedean Buckyball) which is more noise resistant than the CHSH Bell inequality. The improvement is small, but it illustrates that searching to connect with experimental physics led us away from mathematical beauty. We believe that this carries a general lesson, namely that there is tension between mathematical beauty and experimentally friendly theoretical models [2] . Mathematical beauty can help in structuring the initial steps in new research directions, but unless theoretical models have experimental realities in mind, there is the danger of losing sight of empirical sciences.
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